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3 Portal Registration (Student)

3.1 Registration and Login

To be able to use the NSHQ Training Portal you must first register on the website site. Go to https://www.nshq.nato.int/nshq/ and click on the ‘Register’ button on in the middle of the page (Figure 1).
Complete the ‘Site Registration’ form (Figure 2). Be sure to complete the fields with an asterisk (*), then click the ‘Register’ button at the bottom of the form.
If you use a military email address (.mil, .nshq.nato.mil, .etc) when you register, your registration will be automatically. If not, your National Training Manager (NTM) will be notified of your request to join the site. After your NTM approves your request, you will receive an email notification and you can then sign in (Figure 3).
3.2 Forgot Password

If you forget your password, there is a ‘Forgot Password’ link below the login fields where you can re-set it (Figure 4).
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3.3 NSHQ Powered Sites

There are a number of additional sites you can access from the NSHQ portal called NSHQ Powered Sites. If you click the ‘NSHQ Powered Sites’ button, a banner will appear at the top of your browser with links to these specific portals (Figure 4).

3.3.1 SOMB

SOMB is the portal for the NSHQ Special Operations Medical Branch. This portal provides information regarding NSHQ’s initiatives to assist Nations, Medical Providers and Medical Planners in improving their Special Operations Medical Support capability.

3.3.2 NSOS

NSOS is the portal for the NATO SOF School. This portal provides information regarding:

- The NATO SOF Training and Education Programme (NSTEP)
- Federation of SOF Training Centres and Opportunities (FSTCO)
- NATO SOF Leader Development Programme: Catalyst for Change – SOF Adaptability to 21st Century Operations

3.3.3 FSTCO

FSTCO is the portal for the Federation of SOF Training Centers and Opportunities. This portal provides information on existing national exercises and training events that the wider NATO SOF community can take advantage of to fill their own national or NATO training shortfall.

3.3.3.1 NEXROX

The NSHQ Exercise Requirements and Opportunities Exchange (NEXROX) is essentially a web-based calendar that identifies exercise opportunities and provides event and point of contact information.
information to facilitate the connection of exercise OPRs with interested national SOF exercise representatives. NEXROX can be accessed from the FSTCO main page.

### 3.3.4 ADP

ADP is the portal for the NSHQ Air Development Programme. This portal provides information regarding NSHQ’s efforts to enhance NATO SOF air and aviation through four branches:

- Air Doctrine and Standards (D&S)
- Air Training & Education (T&E)
- Air Assessments & Evaluation (A&E)
- Air Scenarios & Exercise (S&E)

### 3.3.5 SOF PoP

SOF PoP is the portal for the SOF Points of Presence. This website is a portal to NSHQ’s initiative to assist, NCS, NFS and other HQs available to NATO to optimize SOF.